Abstract-For accelerating the training speed of Support Vector Machine (SVM) when solving large scale unbalanced learning problem, a novel parallel incremental proximal linear SVM was proposed. This paper proposed a new strategy to obtain the weight matrix to overcome the unbalanced property, thus acquired higher prediction accuracy for unbalanced dataset. Moreover, a cascade architecture of parallel SVM methods was used to accelerate the training speed. Experiments show that this method could not only improve prediction accuracy, but also increase the training speed and save more training time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a modern mechanism for binary classification, regression and clustering problems [1] . For large scale learning problems, the standard SVM is time consuming and needs large memory to store the kernel matrix. Recently, many scholars have proposed fast methods to solve large scale problems. On the other hand, unbalanced training dataset [2] is also a hot topic in machine learning. The unbalanced property of binary classification problem refers to the number of examples of positive (negative) class is much larger than the number of examples of negative (positive) class. This property results that the less examples class provides little classification information to classifier, thus reduces the prediction accuracy of classifier.
Fung and Mangasarian [3] proposed Proximal SVM to solve large scale learning problems. Proximal SVM leads to an extremely fast and simple algorithm for generating a linear or nonlinear classifier that merely requires the solution of a single system of linear equations. Next year, they proposed Incremental SVM [5] which is capable of modifying an existing linear classifier by both retiring old data and adding new data. For unbalanced training dataset, Liu [4] proposed class weighted SVM to improve prediction performance. In this paper, based on the class weighted SVM method and the cascade architecture of parallel SVM methods, we develop a parallel Incremental Proximal Linear SVM (PIPLSVM).
The contributions of this paper are: (1) a new weight strategy is proposed to improve the prediction accuracy for unbalanced dataset; (2) a cascade architecture is used to compute the incremental dataset in parallel; on the other hand, it could also be considered as data distributed on processors. This case is useful for application in reality. We briefly review this important contribution in section 2, together with the proximal linear SVM algorithm. Section 3 presents the parallel incremental proximal linear SVM (PIPLSVM). Section 4 gives the experiments which have been conducted to investigate the properties of the proposed algorithm on large scale unbalanced dataset and summarize its generalization performance. Finally, we conclude this paper in section 5.
II. IMPROVEMENT TO PROXIMAL LINEAR SVM

A. Proximal Linear SVM
Consider a binary classification problem as follows. Given 
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B. Class Weighted Proximal Linear SVM
For balanced dataset, the Proximal Linear SVM (PLSVM) performs well in classification; however, for unbalanced dataset, the plane biases to the class with more examples, thus the prediction accuracy decreases as depicted in Fig 2. To avoid this shortcoming, Liu proposed a class weighted PLSVM [4] . zero, thus the prediction accuracy becomes worse than PLSVM. For instance, suppose l  is larger, this means that the weight of positive class is very small, thus losses more classification information and results bad predication performance. Here, we take the following strategy to define the weight matrix.
Then, the model (1) can be written as: It is easy to compute that: 
Get the classifier according to (2) . When needing to increase or decrease examples, return step 1.
Obviously, all we need to store is the relatively small Following the divide and conquer principle, Graf at al. proposed a cascade architecture to training SVM in parallel [6, 7] . To save the training time, we use this cascade architecture to compute the incremental data in parallel. Fig. 3 gives a cascade architecture example of four processors. In reality, the large amount data is usually distributed on different processors, if using this method, through training local dataset in parallel; it could greatly save training time. Thus we present the algorithm as follows. According to cascade architecture depicted in Figure 3 , reduce the data computed in setp 3 to master, then computed b , w using (8) and get the decision function (2).
If needing to increase or decrease examples then update the example dataset of each processor and return step 2.
IV. EXPERIMENT
The simulation environment is a cluster system of 8 computer nodes, with CPU Pentium 4 2.40GHZ, 256M memory of each node. The operating system is Windows NT 5.1, with mpich2 and Microsoft Visual Studio C++ installed. The weight matrix N is computed according to (3) .
To validate the proposed algorithm, we use adult [10] dataset for comparison experiment. We take 20,000 negative class examples, 120,000 positive class examples to simulate the large scale unbalanced learning problem. After training, the test is conducted by using 5,000 positive class examples and 5,000 negative class examples.
During experiment, the number of negative class examples keeps 20,000 without change. Each time we only increase the number of positive class examples, so as to better simulate the effect of unbalanced property to prediction accuracy. The parameter 1  C and all experiment results are averaged by running the algorithm 5 times.
As Table 1 shows, the weight strategy (3) is better than class weighted strategy and the original PLSVM; it is stable when the problem becomes more unbalanced according to the increasing of positive class examples. Obviously, the prediction accuracy of our weight matrix strategy is much bigger than that of the other two weight strategy. This indicates the better efficiency of our method. As Fig.4 shows, with the increase of the number of processors p , the speedup rate increases nearly linear; then up to the communication time taking large amount of the whole training time, the increasing of speedup rate slow. The real curve line of 100,000 examples shows this more obvious. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that our algorithm will perform well for larger number of examples. 
V. CONCLUSION
Both PLSVM and class weighted PLSVM are efficient algorithm for large scale learning problem; however, they confronts difficult for large scale unbalanced dataset. This paper proposed a new strategy for defining the weight matrix. This strategy performs better than Liu's method. Moreover, for saving training time, we use cascade architecture to computing the training data in parallel, thus greatly saving training time. The experiments show that: this algorithm could not only improve prediction accuracy, but also increase the training speed, save more training time.
